Details make the differences
A professional interconnecting solution provider from Taiwan,
Invites you to visit us @ Hall 15, C-120.
What we provide…
Sure-Fire Electrical Corp., a 30-year-old interconnecting solution provider from Taiwan is grateful for
participating ISE 2020 at Amsterdam , the best system integration event, and waiting for your visit to
explore our expertise in the field.
As your partner in all interconnection-related matters, we support you professionally and provide
comprehensive services. Sure-fire team takes your concepts into mass production and making it even
better than you expected.

HDMI 2.1,
HDMI 2.1, the most recent update of the HDMI specification supports resolutions up to 10K. Dynamic HDR
formats are also supported, and its bandwidth capability increases up to 48Gbps.
As an early technology adopter, Sure-fire is fully ready to offer HDMI 2.1 cables! We have our own designed
connector for HDMI 2.1 and have sample standby at the lab, once CTS announces test spec., we will have
our HDMI 2.1 cables certified at the first place!
USB-C/HDMI Active Optical Cable
What’s more? It’s excited to announce that Sure-fire
provides AOC solution for USB-C and HDMI ensuring long
distance transmission. Our USB-C AOC solution supports
both data and audio/video transmission along with power
delivery function.
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Dongles
Sure-fire keeps making progress for developing diverse products. In
addition to cables products, we’re capable of
designing/manufacturing dongle-type products based on clients’
requirement/expectation. We’re more than happy to take challenges!

Early adoption of up-to-date technologies keeps Sure-Fire and partners stay competitive in the marketplace.
Our ambition leads us not only to develop different categories of product, but also to keep us moving
forward. With up-to-date equipment added regularly, we ensure our products meet guidelines set by
various organizations and of course every single specification defined by our partners.
You are warmly welcomed for visiting our booth and let’s find out the opportunities!

Sure-Fire Electrical Corp
https://www.sure-fire.com.tw

Hi, I’m Spock
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